Fluorescence image cytometry of nuclear DNA content versus chromatin pattern: a comparative study of ten fluorochromes.
This study is intended to be the first step of an in situ exploration of the intranuclear DNA distribution by image cytometry (SAMBA) with several fluorochromes. The nuclear DNA content and the chromatin pattern, revealed by ten fluorochromes (HO, DAPI, MA, CMA3, OM, QM, AO, EB, PI, and 7-AMD), were analyzed on mouse hepatocytes fixed by the Boehm-Sprenger procedure optimal for preserving the chromatin pattern. The question was whether fluorochromes specific to DNA make it possible to accurately quantitate the total nuclear DNA content when the chromatin pattern is preserved. Only HO and MA were found to provide satisfactory quantitation of nuclear DNA content, as assumed by both a small CV and a 4c to 2c ratio equal to 2. PI, EB, 7-AMD, and OM provided higher CV values, although the 4c to 2 c ratio was still equal to 2. QM, AO, CMA3, and DAPI provided non-reproducible and non-stoichiometric nuclear DNA content measurements under the fixation conditions used. The intranuclear and the internuclear SD of the fluorescence intensities describing the fluorescence pattern of the 2c hepatocytes proved to vary according to both the basepair specificity and the binding mode of the fluorochromes. The results reported here argue in favor of an external binding of 7-AMD to DNA and an increased quantum yield of QM when bound to AT-rich DNA. For PI, EB, 7-AMD, and OM, the measured DNA content increased with the fluorescence distribution heterogeneity. This correlation was not observed with other fluorochromes and is suggested to result from decreased fluorochrome accessibility to DNA when the chromatin is condensed. This study demonstrates that under conditions that preserve chromatin organization, only HO for AT-rich DNA and MA for GC-rich DNA can be used, alone or in combination, to measure nuclear DNA content. With other fluorochromes, either the measured DNA content or the chromatin pattern is assessed in suboptimal conditions when fluorescent image cytometry is used.